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ABSTRACT This paper presents a passive direction finding of a virtual time reversal method based on cross
antenna array (CROSS-VTR), which aim is to solve the problem that the number of antenna elements of
planar arrays is too large and the layout of circular arrays is complex which requires high hardware design.
In order to verify the feasibility and accuracy of the algorithm, the mathematical model of the cross antenna
array is first established. The search area of yaw angle and a pitch angle of the CROSS-VTR algorithm is
determined according to the basic principle of passive time reversal focusing, and then, the time-reversed
signal of each antenna element completes the time delay compensation at each scanning point in the search
area. The compensated signals of each antenna element are added up to obtain the signal energy of each
scanning point. The value of the yaw angle and pitch angle is obtained by searching the maximum energy
among scanning points along the search route of yaw angle and pitch angle, respectively. Finally, the validity
of the method is verified and compared with the music algorithm (multiple signal classification) based on
the cross antenna array. The results show that the method has good direction finding accuracy at low signalto-noise ratio.
INDEX TERMS Cross antenna array, passive direction finding, DOA estimation algorithm, virtual time
reversal method.

I. INTRODUCTION

DOA estimation is an important research direction in
array signal processing. The basic problem of DOA estimation is to determine the direction of multiple sources
of interest existing in a certain region of space at the
same time [1]–[7]. Super-resolution DOA estimation algorithms mainly include MUSIC algorithm and ESPRIT
algorithm, and DOA estimation based on sparse antenna
array [8], [9]has also been widely studied in recent years.
MUSIC algorithm was proposed by American Schmidt [10],
this kind of algorithm divides the observation space into
signal subspace and noise subspace, and uses the orthogonality or rotation invariance of the subspace to realize the
super-resolution estimation of DOA. However, the existing MUSIC direction finding method [11]–[16] and ESPRIT
direction finding method [17]–[21]are difficult to implement
in hardware engineering due to the complexity of their calculation. In addition to the MUSIC method and ESPRIT
method, Fink and his team propose time reversal estimation
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method [22]–[26]which can also achieve super-resolution
DOA estimation. This method works in an active way,
it uses a transceiver sensor array (time reversal mirror,
TRM) to complete the information signal source reception,
time reversal, retransmission and direction finding and so
on. This direction finding method has been widely used
in the field of ultrasonic [27]–[29] and underwater acoustic communication [30]–[35]. In recent years, time reversal
algorithm has been used in the research of electromagnetic
field [36]–[40]. Paper [41] proposed a time reversal algorithm using spatial and multipath diversity to improve the
ability of source location, and proved the feasibility of this
algorithm at low SNR. Paper [42] proposed a virtual time
reversal algorithm based on active detection for the multi-path
effect (DOA) estimation of underwater target arrival direction. Focusing on computer via virtual time reversal can
improve the accuracy of SRA energy and target azimuth
estimation. Paper [43] proposed a passive direction finding
method based on virtual time reversal which is different
from the existing classical algorithm. It is an algorithm with
high accuracy and low computational complexity, indicating that this project has the ability of easy engineering
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In the expression (1), hk (t) is the impact response function
of the kth array element, and the frequency domain signal of
hk (t) is Sk (ω):
Sk (ω) = S(ω)Hk (ω)

(2)

Taking time reversal for formula (2), that can get the following expression:
Sk∗ (ω) = S ∗ (ω)Hk∗ (ω)

(3)

Since the array elements of the antenna array only have the
function of receiving signals, it is necessary to perform focusing of signals by virtual transmission operation. The signal
SPk (ω) that transmitted in reverse from a virtual source of
array element k at virtual observation domain P is expressed
as follows:
SPk (ω) = S ∗ (ω)Hk∗ (ω)HPk (ω)
FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of passive time reversal focusing principle.

implementation. However, the above algorithm has some limitations for direction finding. First of all, this method requires
pitching angle must be less than45◦ otherwise direction finding result would be failure. Then it is difficult to design circular antenna array in practical engineering, especially when the
carrier frequency of the signal is very high which is necessary
to ensure that the space between antenna array elements is
satisfied d (d ≤ 0.5λ). This paper presents a passive direction
finding of virtual time reversal method based on cross antenna
array(CROSS-VTR), because of that the cross antenna array
is simple in structure, low in complexity and similar to the
plane antenna array in performance. This article established
the mathematical model of the cross antenna array and the
search area of yaw angle and pitch angle. The simulation
experiments are carried out according to the specific steps of
direction finding, and compared with the simulation data of
MUSIC algorithm based on the cross antenna array (CROSSMUSIC) and CAPON algorithm based on the cross antenna
array (CROSS-CAPON) to verify the validity and accuracy
of CROSS-VTR.
II. FUNDAMENTAL OF PASSIVE TIME
REVERSAL FOCUSING

In order to better understand the passive time reversal focusing principle [44], a schematic diagram is established as
shown in FIGURE.1. The antenna array in the figure is a cross
array composed of several uniformly distributed elements,
s (t)is signal source and the number of the elements is N.
After each element in the antenna array records a signal,
the signal carries out the time reversal operation. Then finding
the maximum energy whose source position is the focal point
of the signal s0 (t), also called virtual signal source.
The kth(k = 1, 2, . . . , N ) array element in the cross
antenna array received the signal source sk (t) is:
sk (t) = s(t) ∗ hk (t)
87060

(1)

(4)

HPk (ω) is transmission function from observation domain P
to array element k. Formula (4) is converted into time domain
signal:
Z +∞
1
SPk (ω)e(jωt) dω
(5)
sPk (t) = 2π
−∞

Thus,
sPk (t) =

1
2π

Z

+∞

−∞

S ∗ (ω)Hk∗ (ω)HPk (ω)e(jωt) dω

Formula (5) could be written as follows:
Z +∞
1
sPk (t) = 2π
|SPk (ω)|e(jψPk (ω)+jωt) dω

(6)

(7)

−∞

where ψPk (ω) is the phase of SPk (ω), and APk (t) is the
amplitude of SPk (ω). APk (t) could be written as follows:
Z +∞
1
|SPk (ω)|e(jψPk (ω)−jψPk (ω0 )) e(j(ω−ω0 )t) dω
APk (t) = 2π
−∞

(8)
where ω0 is carrier frequency of signal source. According to
formulas (7) and (8), the following formula can be obtained:
sPk (t) = APk (t)ejψPk (ω0 ) ejω0 t

(9)

Therefore, the time when the reverse transmission signal
reaches its maximum is:
∂ψPk (ω)
0
tPk
=−
(10)
ω=ω0
∂ω
Similar to formula (7), formula (6) is replaced with the following formula:
Z +∞
1
|S(ω)| |Hk (ω)| |HPk (ω)|
sPk (t) = 2π
−∞

·e(−jα(ω)−jβk (ω)+jδPk (ω)) e(jωt) dω (11)
In the above formula, α (ω) is the phase function of S (ω),
βk (ω) is the phase function Hk (ω) of and δPk (ω) is the phase
function of HPk (ω).
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Therefore, according to formulas (7) and (11) it can get
formula (12):
ψPk (ω) = −α(ω) − βk (ω) + δPk (ω)

(12)

When a point in the observation domain coincides with the
source location, then:
ψPk (ω) = −α(ω)

(13)

Then (14) obtained by (10):
0
tPk
= α 0 (ω0 )

(14)

According to the above reasoning process, it is proved that
the time when the reverse transmission signal reaches its
maximum is only related to the signal source. The passive
time reversal focusing principle shows: The signal refocusing
can be obtained by detecting the maximum energy of the
signals after the reverse transmission of all the array elements
in the virtual observation domain.

easier to set up and the error caused by the hardware device
is smaller than that of the circular antenna array according to the array radius. For the universality of the algorithm, the coordinate formula of array element n (xn , yn , zn ) is
given:
k
j

n+2
o

∗d
x
=
−
+
1)
∗
90
∗
(sin
((n
))
n


j
k4
n+1
(15)
yn = − (sin ((n) ∗ 90o )) ∗ 4 ∗ d



zn = 0
k
j
k
j
and n+1
means floor.
where, the symbol bc of n+2
4
4
The coordinates of array elements can be obtained by the
number and spacing of the elements. The incoming wave of
the source S (xS , yS , zS ) is oriented towards the plane XOY.
The distance from the source to XOY is R, that is zS = R, and
projecting the source on plane XOZ and YOZ respectively.
The projection points are SX (xS , R) and SY (yS , R), as shown
in the FIGURE.3 and FIGURE.4.

III. PASSIVE DIRECTION FINDING OF
CROSS-VTR ALGORITHM
A. ESTABLISHMENT OF CROSS ANTENNA ARRAY MODEL

In this algorithm, a uniformly distributed cross antenna array
model is presented, and the coordinate system is established
according to the antenna array, as shown in FIGURE.2.

FIGURE 3. Schematic diagram of source projection on XOZ plane.

FIGURE 4. Schematic diagram of source projection on YOZ plane.

FIGURE 2. Coordinate system model of cross antenna array.

In FIGURE.2, the array elements are evenly placed according to the spacing of the array d (d ≤ 0.5λ). The number
of element is shown in FIGURE.2. The central element is
No. 1,and the others are placed in counterclockwise order on
the X-axis and Y-axis respectively. Since the cross antenna
array is arranged according to the spacing of the array, it is
VOLUME 7, 2019

To define 61 in FIGURE.3 is the yaw angle and 62 in
FIGURE.4 is the pitch angle of the signal source. Therefore,
the coordinates of the signal source can be expressed as
follows:


xs = R/ tan (61 )
(16)
ys = R/ tan (62 )


zs = R
According to the distance formula between two points, it can
be obtained that the distance RSn between S (xS , yS , zS )
87061
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source and array element n (xn , yn , zn ) is:
q
RSn = (xS − xn )2 + (yS − yn )2 +(zS −zn )2
h
i
= ((R/ tan(61 )−(sin((n + 1) ∗ 90o )) ∗ n+2
∗ d)2
4
h
i
2
2 1/2
+ (R/ tan(62 )−(sin((n) ∗ 90o ))∗ n+1
4 ∗ d) +R )
(17)
In formula (17), the propagation speed of the electromagnetic
signal is the speed of light, that is c = 3×108 m/s. The antenna
delay τSn is:
RSn
(18)
c
In the digital system, the propagation delay of signal needs
to be quantified as sampling points. In order to preserve an
integer number of sampling points, the rounding operations is
generally used. However, this method will generate a quantization error of up to 0.5 sampling cycle, which will make
it impossible to simulate the received signals of the antenna
array elements by delay correction accurately. In order to
solve the above problem, the propagation delay of the signal
source is converted into a phase offset representation, and the
signal propagation delay is simulated by modifying the phase
of the signal source. This method belongs to the adjustment of
the mathematical model and is independent of the sampling
point of the system itself, so there is no error caused by the
rounding operation. The specific formula is as follows:
τSn =

ϕSn = 2π f0 τSn

(19)

where, f0 is the carrier frequency of the signal source. The
signal source Sn (t) received by the array element n is:
Sn (t) = S(2πf0 t + ϕ0 − ϕSn )

(20)

where, ϕ0 is the initial phase of the signal source.
B. THE PRINCIPLE AND PROCEDURE OF CROSS-VTR
ALGORITHM

According to the arrangement of the cross array, the position
of the signal source can be represented by both the yaw angle
and the pitch angle. Therefore, the direction finding algorithm
proposed in this paper is to search and estimate the yaw
angle and pitch angle. In FIGURE.3, the angle between the
projection point SX (xS , R) of the signal source in the XOZ
plane and the X-axis is defined as the yaw angle 61 of the
signal source. In FIGURE.4, the angle between the projection
point SY (yS , R) of the signal source in the YOZ plane and the
Y-axis is defined as the pitch angle 62 of the signal source.
According to the theory of simplifying the search area, it can
be known that the position of the maximum energy value
of the refocused signal is only related to the yaw angle and
the pitch angle of the scanning point. Therefore, in order to
optimize the operation, the direction finding algorithm in this
paper simplifies the surface search into a line search area.
Since the incoming wave direction of the signal source is
facing the direction of the cross array, the search area is on the
87062

FIGURE 5. Schematic diagram of the yaw angle search area.

positive half of Z-axis, and the search area can be simplified
to the 0◦ -180◦ semi-circumferential search area.
1) THE DIRECTION FINDING ALGORITHM OF YAW ANGLE

The direction finding algorithm of yaw angle is shown in
FIGURE.5. FIGURE.5 is schematic diagram of the yaw angle
search area which is composed of X-axis and the positive half
shaft of Z-axis. It is starting from the positive half shaft of Xaxis, and the scanning point is the point that yaw angle is 0◦ .
6̄1q is yaw angle of scanning ray, it scans from the positive
half shaft of X-axis to the positive half shaft of Z-axis, and
stops on the negative half shaft of X-axis. Since the algorithm
scans half a circle with 180◦ , then the number of scanning
points expresses:
NX =

180◦
+1
AXOZ

(21)

where, AXOZ is scanning step length, such as when AXOZ =
1◦ , the number of scanning points is 181.
 In FIGURE.5, RM
is scanning radius, and MXq xMXq , zMXq is qth (1 ≤ q ≤ NX )
scanning point, the formula is as follows:
(
xMXq = RM ∗ cos ((q − 1) ∗ AXOZ )
(22)
zMXq = RM ∗ sin ((q − 1) ∗ AXOZ )
The distance between the scanning point and array element
nx (xxn , 0) is:
q
(23)
LnX q = (xMXq − xxn )2 + (zMXq )2
The coordinate formula of array element nx (xxn , 0) is:
  
xxn = (−1)nx ∗ n2x ∗ d
(24)
According to formula(22),(23)and(24), it can obtain:
  
LnX q = ((RM ∗cos ((q − 1)∗AXOZ ) − (−1)nx ∗ n2x ∗d)2
+ (RM ∗sin((q − 1) ∗ AXOZ ))2 )1/2

(25)

Then the time delay from scanning point q (1 ≤ q ≤ NX ) to
array element nx (xxn , 0) is:
τnX q =

LnX q
c

(26)
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The time delay of all scanning points can be calculated by
formula(26). After finding the maximum time delay from the
scanning point q to array element, setting it to zero. Then
calculating absolute value of difference between the time
delay of other array elements and the maximum time delay,
we will get a new expression about time delay which named
relative time delay 1τnX q .
1τnX q = |τnX q − max(τnX q )|

(27)

In the implementation process of simulation algorithm and
actual engineering, we need to convert relative time delay
1τnX q to the number of time delay points numnX q , then
numnX q are used to compensate 0-point for aligning signal,
and this process is generally called time delay compensation
or signal alignment. The relative delay 1τnX q is converted
into the number of time delay points numnX q by the formula(28), so numnX q 0-points need to be filled.


numnX q = 1τnX q ∗ fc ∗ η + 0.5
(28)
where, b.+0.5c means rounding off, fc is sampling frequency,
η is compensation factor. The delay variation caused by the
frequency conversion of the receiver system is compensated
by η, and the larger the difference between the signal source
and the down-converted signal, the larger the value of η. SnX
is the signal received by X-axis array element nX , Sn0 X q is the
signal of the scanning points via delay compensation that can
be obtained by formula (29).
Sn0 X q = [(0|numnX q ), SnX ]

(29)

In formula (29), (0|numnX q ) shows the number of compensating zero points is numnX q , and the sum of the i channels
signals at the scanning point q is:
0
0
0
S̄Xq = S1q
+ S2q
+ · · · + Siq

(30)

Then the energy of the sum of the signals at the scanning
point is:
2
EXq = S̄Xq
(31)
According to formula (31), the energy values of all scanning
points are calculated. Then searching the energy maximum
and finding the scanning point of the energy maximum,
whose position is yaw angle 61 of the signal source.
2) THE DIRECTION FINDING ALGORITHM OF PITCH ANGLE

FIGURE.6 is schematic diagram of the pitch angle search
area which is composed of Y-axis and the positive half shaft
of Z-axis. It is starting from the positive half shaft of Y-axis,
and the scanning point is the point that pitch angle is 0◦ . 6̄2q
is pitch angle of scanning ray, it scans from the positive half
shaft of Y-axis to the positive half shaft of Z-axis, and stops
on the negative half shaft of Y-axis. Since the algorithm scans
half a circle with 180◦ , then the number of scanning points
expresses:
NY =
VOLUME 7, 2019

180◦
+1
AYOZ

(32)

FIGURE 6. Schematic diagram of the pitch angle search area.

where, AYOZ is scanning step length. In FIGURE.6, RM is
scanning radius, and MYp yMYp , zMYp is pth (1 ≤ p ≤ NY )
scanning point, the formula is as follows:
(
yMYq = RM ∗ cos ((p − 1) ∗ AYOZ )
(33)
zMYq = RM ∗ sin ((p − 1) ∗ AYOZ )
The distance
 between the scanning point and array element
ny xyn , 0 is:
q
2
2
yMYp − yyn + zMYp
(34)
LnY p =

The coordinate formula of array element ny xyn , 0 is:
 n 
yyn = (−1)ny ∗ 2y ∗ d
(35)
According to formula(33),(34)and(35), it can obtain:
 n 
LnY p = ((RM ∗cos ((p − 1)∗AYOZ ) − (−1)ny ∗ 2y ∗d)2
+ (RM ∗ sin((p − 1) ∗ AYOZ ))2 )1/2

(36)

Then the time delay from
 scanning point p (1 ≤ p ≤ NY ) to
array element ny yyn , 0 is:
LnY p
(37)
c
The time delay of all scanning points can be calculated by
formula(37). After finding the maximum time delay from the
scanning point p to array element, setting it to zero. Then
calculating absolute value of difference between the time
delay of other array elements and the maximum time delay,
we will get a new expression about time delay which named
relative time delay 1τnY p .

1τnY p = τnY p − max τnY p
(38)
τnY p =

We need to convert relative time delay 1τnY p to the number of time delay points numnY p , then numnY p are used to
compensate 0-point for aligning signal, and the formula for
calculating numnY p is:


numnY p = 1τnY p ∗ fc ∗ η+0.5
(39)
Equation (39) is similar to equation (28) and fc is sampling
frequency, ηis compensation factor. SnY is the signal received
87063
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FIGURE 7. An engineering design of CROSS-VTR.
FIGURE 8. The energy curve of yaw angle via CROSS-VTR algorithm.

ny , Sn0 Y p

by Y-axis array element
is the signal of the scanning
points via delay compensation that can be obtained by formula (40).
h

i
Sn0 Y p = 0 numnY p SnY
(40)
In formula (40), (0|numnY p ) shows the number of compensating zero points is numnY p , and the sum of the j channels
signals at the scanning point p is:
0
0
0
S̄Yp = S1p
+ S2p
+ · · · + Sjp

(41)

Then the energy of the sum of the signals at the scanning
point is:
2
EYp = S̄Yp
(42)
According to formula (42), the energy values of all scanning
points are calculated. Then searching the energy maximum
and finding the scanning point of the energy maximum,
whose position is pitch angle 62 of the signal source.
IV. COMPUTER SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS ANALYSIS

According to the CROSS-VTR algorithm, an engineering
design is given, as shown in FIGURE.7.
In this example, the carrier frequency of BPSK modulation signal is 100.6MHz, the baseband data rate is
300kbps, the sampling frequency is 500MHz, and the
intercepted signal duration is 0.3ms. The system consists
of 13 antenna elements. The space between antenna array
elements satisfiesd (d ≤ 0.5λ),considering the mutual coupling between the antenna, only slightly less than 0.5λ is
chosen for simulation analysis. Because of the carrier frequency is 100.6MHz, and λ ≈ 2.98m according to the
formula for calculating wavelength, so the distance between
two antenna elements is 1.4m.Each antenna element has a
signal receiving and processing module. In FIGURE7, BPF
A is a bandpass filter with 100MHz bandwidth for limiting the bandwidth of received signals. Mixing signal with
local oscillator frequency I of 30MHz for down-conversion
to reduce the sampling frequency. A bandpass filter B with
87064

FIGURE 9. The energy curve of pitch angle via CROSS-VTR algorithm.

a bandwidth of 10MHz is used to obtain an intermediate
frequency signal with a frequency of 70.6MHz, and sampling
the signal with a sampling multiple of two. Then clutter
is removed by using bandpass filter C with a bandwidth
of 1MHz whose central frequency is 70.6MHz. In order to
improve the accuracy of direction finding, this system uses
double-conversion for filtering the interference signal and
increasing the value of compensation factor η. The filtered
intermediate frequency signal is mixed with local oscillator
frequency II of 70MHz, and then obtains a signal whose
frequency is 0.6 MHz by the lowpass filter with a bandwidth 2 MHz. When the signal is processed, passive direction
finding of CROSS-VTR algorithm is employed. The signals
of 13 channels are shunted, and since the central array element is used in the yaw angle and the pitch angle search area,
so each search area possesses 7 channels signals for scanning. The algorithm proposed in this paper completes zero
compensation, signal alignment, multipath signal summation,
energy value calculation and energy maximum search in the
yaw angle and pitch angle search area respectively. According
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 10. The errors contour map of yaw angle via CROSS-VTR
algorithm with SNR = 0 dB.

FIGURE 12. The errors contour map of yaw angle via CROSS-VTR
algorithm with SNR = -15 dB.

FIGURE 11. The errors contour map of pitch angle via CROSS-VTR
algorithm with SNR = 0 dB.

FIGURE 13. The errors contour map of pitch angle via CROSS-VTR
algorithm with SNR = -15 dB.

to the above design, the following simulation results can be
obtained through MATLAB simulation software.

the pitch angle, the position of energy maximum is 110◦ and
the error is 0◦ .

A. ENERGY CURVE SIMULATION OF YAW ANGLE AND
PITCH ANGLE OF CROSS-VTR ALGORITHM

B. DIRECTION FINDING ERROR CONTOUR MAP
OF YAW ANGLE AND PITCH ANGLE

In this paper, randomly selecting a signal source with yaw
angle of 75◦ and pitch angle of 110◦ that the SNR is 0 dB.
The energy curves of FIGURE.8 and FIGURE.9 are obtained
by the engineering system given in this paper. FIGURE.8 is
energy curve of the yaw angle, the position of energy maximum is 75◦ and the error is 0◦ . FIGURE.9 is energy curve of

The range of direction finding of the selected yaw angle
and pitch angle is set to 60◦ -120◦ , the step length is 1◦ .
According to the direction finding results of 3721 test points,
the contour map of the direction finding error is obtained,
as shown from FIGURE.10 to FIGURE.15. Where X-Axis
represents yaw angle 61 and Y-Axis represents pitch angle

VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 14. The errors contour map of yaw angle via CROSS-MUSIC
algorithm with SNR = -15 dB.

FIGURE 16. The errors contour map of yaw angle via CROSS-CAPON
algorithm with SNR = -15 dB.

FIGURE 15. The errors contour map of pitch angle via CROSS-MUSIC
algorithm with SNR = -15 dB.

FIGURE 17. The errors contour map of pitch angle via CROSS-CAPON
algorithm with SNR = -15 dB.

62 , level represents the direction finding error at the point
(61 = X ,62 = Y ).
The errors contour maps are from FIGURE.10 to
FIGURE.11, where, X-axis means 61 ,Y-axis means 62
and Level is direction finding errors. It can be seen from
FIGURE.10 and FIGURE.11 that the yaw angle and the pitch
angle direction finding errors are increased in the directions
of 60◦ and 120◦ around 90◦ respectively, and the closer to the
center of 90◦ , the higher the accuracy of the result at SNR =
0 dB. When at low SNR, such as SNR = -15 dB, the result
as shown from FIGURE.12 to FIGURE.17. The results show
that the direction finding accuracy of CROSS-VTR algorithm

is higher than that of CROSS-MUSIC and CROSS-CAPON
algorithm at low SNR.

87066

C. ERROR CURVES OF CROSS-VTR, CROSS-MUSIC AND
CROSS-CAPON ALGORITHM AT DIFFERENT SNR

In order to get the influence of SNR, the greatest error direction finding point is found in the range of 60◦ -120◦ according
to the above direction finding results, and the position
(60◦ ,60◦ ) is selected. The range of SNR is chosen from 20 dB to 10 dB, and the algorithm is implemented every 2 dB.
The results of direction finding are expressed by root mean
square error(RMSE) through 100 Monte Carlo simulation
VOLUME 7, 2019
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is established according to the cross antenna array, the calculation process of yaw angle and pitch angle direction finding
algorithm is given. The computer simulation is carried out
by an engineering example of CROSS-VTR algorithm that
compared with CROSS-MUSIC and CROSS-CAPON algorithm. Experimental results show that the algorithm is correct
and effective. It is proved that CROSS-VTR algorithm has
high direction finding accuracy at low SNR, and not only
solves the problem that pitch angle direction finding of circular antenna array is limited, but also has low computational
complexity for simple array arrangement which is easier to
be realized in engineering.
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